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Ever since The Rachel Papers appeared in print in 1973, Martin Amis has been one of the leading writers of contemporary British literature. Amis was 24 years old when his first novel appeared, he is now 61. Trapped between these points in time are decades of experience. Experience has had a profound effect on Amis himself, which is reflected in his writings. Naturally, some ingredients are irreplaceable for a typical Amisian dish. As can be deducted from Understanding Martin Amis, his entire bibliography distinguishes itself by a powerful form of satire on contemporary social realities and a profound love for verbal and formal experimentation (Diedrick). However, the end of the 20th century brought some unexpected turns for Amis that would influence his life and work profoundly. 
There is a saying that all bad things come in three. For Amis, in the years between 1993 and 1995, it came in six. Like his father Kingsley’s, Martin’s first marriage ended up in a divorce (Diedrick 182). He ended his professional relationship with his agent Pat Kavanagh over a dispute on the advance payments for his novel The Information, which resulted in the end of a friendship with Julian Barnes (182). Moreover, Amis was going trough a dental horror with long-lasting and painful series of treatments and oral surgery (188). More important, however, was the decline and loss of his loved ones. The body of his cousin Lucy Partington was found in the house of serial killer Fred West and his father Kingsley died after a long and painful sickbed (Diedrick 182). Later, in 2000, his sister Sally committed suicide after a long and serious depression (Cooke pars 40-45). To top all that, the health of his mentor Saul Bellow seriously deteriorated during a Caribbean holiday (Diedrick 182). This abundance of death and darkness was compensated with new life: Amis met his nineteen year old daughter Delilah for the first time (Diedrick 182).
All these twists and turns are commemorated in his memoir Experience. As a true master of his own narrative, Amis constantly shifts from his childhood to his fifties to his years at Oxford and back again in his quest to “preserve or recapture in adulthood some version of one’s childhood innocence in the face of inevitable loss, pain and betrayal” (Diedrick 182). The dilemma of Experience and its devastating effects on human lives has seeped through the plots of Amis’ most prominent writings of the 21st century. Both novels are an attempt at capturing and ridiculing the distorted post-experience world. This world is just as grotesque as the pornographic environment of John Self in Money with absurd names (“He Zhizhen”) and focus on male malignity. However, experience has transformed these 21th century novels into a different type of Amis novel. 
Another type of experience that would have had a profound effect on the structure of these novels is the effect of an event that took place beyond Amis’ private world. According to him, the moment those planes crashed into the World Trade Centre on the 11th September 2001, the new world established itself (Curiel 2). The real turn of the century took place on that faithful day, transforming the old age into “the Age of Insecurity” (Curiel 2). As a fervent critic of social realities, Amis felt that he had to re-establish himself as a writer. In a 2001 interview he argues: 

‘I can tell you, it's a totally new feeling where you have to fight to shed yourself of distraction. You always have to do that. But now it's a real battle to get to the novel. To get past all the other stuff that you pollute yourself with over the breakfast table -- like reading the newspapers -- and you have to convince yourself that what you're writing matters’. (Curiel 2)

Amis hereby reflects on the postmodern grotesque: he has to convince himself that his writing can be distinguished from all the “pollution” from the newspapers. In this post-experience world, everything is egalitarian (Crews 644). As Brian Crews puts it in his article “Martin Amis and the Postmodern Grotesque:” “the loss of any sense of discrimination has brought us to a situation where all things are considered equal—that is, equally acceptable“ (644). Amis claims that this egalitarian sense has transferred the exclusive right to the truth from high culture into the hands of the yellow press, represented by the scrappy journalist Clint Smoker in Yellow Dog. (Crews 644). As a result, the distorted image of society represented in tabloids such as the fictional Morning Lark is generally accepted as true (Crews 644). 
Amis also discusses the effect the postmodern grotesque has had on women in the aftermath of the sexual revolution in his latest novel The Pregnant Widow. Generally speaking, one of the major themes in Amis’ novels is the changing notion of masculinity, womanhood and power. In a letter to his wife Russia, Xan, the main character in Yellow Dog says: “men were in power for five million years, unconsciously, and not for long at a time, men and women miss it, but we can’t say that. It will take at least a century, we pretend it is, but the change isn’t yet intact and entire” (307). This antebellum state and the effects of post-sexual revolution experience on both men and women is carefully explored by Amis. He argues that this new grotesque world of emancipation demanded women to “act like a boy,” which eventually lead to the downfall of the most emancipated female characters of The Pregnant Widow. Amis is widely critiqued for this view, especially by feminist critics, for being an inaccurate historian and a typical patriarchal male (Rodwan 4). However, Amis has always been in favour of progressive gender politics (Diedrick 186). Or, as Rodwan argues, perhaps they fail to understand the underlying assumption of Martin Amis’ work on the aesthetics and function of art (4). As Keith illustrates in The Pregnant Widow, “a work of art has no designs on you. It may have hopes, but a work of art has no designs” (258). 
As a final Amisian ingredient, metafiction remains apparent throughout Amis’ works. For him, the whole experience is literary. His characters live in English and Russian novels and have names like Joseph Andrews, which is not the only reference to eighteenth century satire. The spirits of great satiric writers such as Fielding, Blake, Austen and Eliot preside over both Yellow Dog and Experience as well as The Pregnant Widow. For example, the first paragraph of Yellow Dog clearly echoes the first paragraph of Dickens’s A Tale of Two Cities, with its grammatical fragmentation and antitheses (Diedrick 228). 
However, despite the usual ingredients added with extra flavours, Amis’ latest works have all received a tsunami of harsh criticism, especially Yellow Dog. One of the most famous lines of criticism came from Tibor Fisher: “It's like your favourite uncle being caught in a school playground, masturbating” (par 13). Paradoxically, this wave of criticism was also a wave of free publicity and “the assault backfired when Amis’ book was chosen for this year's Booker Prize longlist - unlike Fischer's latest” (Hunter-Tilney par 9). Moreover, the critics never fail to cover any of his publications, illustrating the dualistic relationship between Amis and the media. The question remains whether all this harsh criticism on the author’s latest works is justified. This paper will argue that although he is not a flawless writer, Martin Amis remains a versatile and daring satirist on 21st century realities. It seeks to explore Amis’ latest literary worlds, which are very much broadened and deepened by his quest for innocence.  
1.	Humiliation

One of the main underlying themes throughout Amis’ novels is the male and the concept of manly behaviour, especially amoral manly behaviour. In his latest works, Amis goes on a quest for the source of male violence and how this relates to his post-experience world. This quest has probably been triggered by his personal experience with grotesque male violence aimed against women. When the dismembered body of Lucy Partington was found under 25 Cromwell Street, the image of Frederick West was haunting Amis for an excruciating amount of time (Experience 71). As the writer explains in Experience: West was in his head, and he wanted him exorcised (71). Amis casts out his demon by means of literature; his quest for the source of male malignity can be traced back in both Experience and Yellow Dog. “It's a question of trying to uncover essential truths in a secular universe, the bigger thing behind everyday life, and it marks an important development in the ideas behind Amis’ writing” (“Gr8 Expectations par 9). This quotation by Ludovic Hunter-Tilney leads to a vital question: what are these ideas behind Amis’ writing and how are they developed?
In Yellow Dog, the very first paragraph already reveals that Xan Meo's direct future is gloomy. Xan is an actor turned writer who, like many of Amis’ characters, lives in west London with his American wife Russia and their two little girls; Billie and Sophie. He is introduced as the typical emancipated husband, or, as Amis describes it: “a fifty-fifty parent, a tender and punctual lover, a fine provider, an amusing companion, a versatile and unsqueamish handyman, a subtle and accurate cook, and a gifted masseur who, moreover (and despite opportunities best described as “ample”), never fools around” (Yellow Dog 5). His tranquil state radically changes when he is brutally beaten up for no apparent reason.  
In the first few pages, it is already foreshadowed how this transformation will come about. For example, this is reflected in the fragmentary and incomplete sentence “but they find peace, but they find …” Logically, the most suitable word here would be “war.” War is irrevocably connected to violence. Therefore, this fragment indicates Xan’s transition towards a more violent state of mind. Moreover, Xan’s stream of consciousness during his walk towards the Hollywood bar entails all the aspects that are about to dominate his mind for the rest of the novel: infidelity, attractiveness, young women, old women, feminism, liberalism and relationships (6-10). There is already a hint at the incestuous nature of many relationships in the novel: “after a while, marriage is a sibling relationship- marked by occasional, and rather regrettable, episodes of incest” (8). 
Suffering from a severe head-injury, Xan is unable to remember neither his attack nor his attacker; “but he wanted the memory and constantly sought it out. He wanted the smell of the memory” (68). This leads to what Robert Douglas-Fairhurst from the Observer has called the motivation of all the four plots: “the itch of vengeance” (“Dickens with a Snarl” par 9). He argues that this vengeance is caused by the lack of physical and emotional exchange in the impersonal and grotesque world of Yellow Dog with its “lonesome crowds of speakers clamped to their mobile phones” (par 9). Amis himself has added a more general proposition about the connection between vengeance and male violence by stating that “it is a kind of relief from humiliation; the human being, being as he is, always has to be answered, despite the proven inability of violence to ever solve anything” (Diedrick 236-237). 
The literally overarching metaphor of vengeance as a relief of humiliation is the CigAir plot. In the CigAir 101 jetliner, the corpse of Royce Traynor is wreaking havoc. His afterlife attempt to disrupt the plane is an attack of jealousy and relief from humiliation; his wife is having an affair with the flight’s captain. Traynor could be considered an allegory of communist leader Joseph Stalin, about whom Amis has once said that he could even kill people from his coffin (Diedrick 236) He represents the general male primitive tendency to violate and destruct, with a special emphasis on women. 
This combination of airplanes and destructive male forces is a clear allusion to the suicide attacks on 9/11. Amis probably had the CigAir plot in the back of his mind when he wrote his controversial short story The Last Days of Muhammed Atta. As the title already explains, this short story describes the last days of this notorious hijacker. Since the evidence for an official explanation of Atta’s actions is absent, Amis has taken the liberty to fit one of the most famous contemporary embodiments of death within his own ideas on male violence. The focus of the story is on finding Atta’s motivation: the core reason. This reason is connected to two general concepts: women and death. Although Muhammed claims not to believe in the six dozen virgins, he has many disturbingly sexual and violent thoughts about women. For example, he longs to physically hurt a stewardess, whom he describes as “the dark female in her most swinishly luxurious forms: tall, long-necked, herself streamlined and aerodynamic, with hair like a billboard for a chocolate sundae, and all that flesh, damp and glowing as from fever or even lust” (120). This perfection of the Other is in sharp contrast with his own declining body and “incontinent face” (97). Atta’s source for his extreme hostility to women might be his own bodily incompetence. His solution is violence: “all your frigidities and futilities were rewritten, becoming swollen with meaning” (123). Given these aspects, it could be argued that Muhammed bears close resemblance to the other destructive male characters from Yellow Dog; he uses violence as a relief from humiliation. 
Probably the most destructive and violent character in Yellow Dog is Xan's biological father Joseph Andrews. A light parody on real gangster Tony Parker, Andrews is the embodiment of the concept vengeance (Diedrick 239). He turns out to be the destructive force behind Xan's transformation. Ironically, the reason behind the beating was because Andrews thought that Xan called him “a mad prick” in an interview while he was actually referring to the character in Henry Fielding's novel (Diedrick 187). Vengeance is also a key word when examining the motives of Clint Smoker, a journalist who writes for the Morning Lark; a typical all-male tabloid with a pornographic tendency. The Lark carries the same apocalyptic attitude that Amis once has accused its samesake of (Diedrick 207).  The vengeful male destruction is embodied by Clint, who deliberately stages a break up moment and uses his column Yellow Dog's Diary to defend sexual offenders and violent thugs (Diedrick 267). This is another type of destructive and circular vengeance; it is vengeance on society for the humiliation of being very badly equipped. 
This leads up to another aspect of male malignity in the novel: incest. This is still a delicate subject in present day society, as the responses among the critics make clear.  As Hunter-Tilney states, “these are dark thoughts indeed, and one admires (though doesn't relish) Amis’ bravery in delving into them” (“Gr8 Expectations” par 17). The reason for its incorporation can be traced back to Amis’ personal experience. Frederick West, Lucy Partington’s killer, sexually abused his own children. He rectified his actions by telling his daughters that he made them, so he could touch them (Experience 140). What is more striking, Amis himself has been sexually harassed by two of his parents’ guests when he was ten years old (140). These experiences really started to disturb Amis when he became a father himself. The novel is mainly concerned with maleness but it is also about daughters, about new life (Hunter-Tilney p 18). Yellow Dog seems his literary attempt at protecting this new life from violent external influences. Through writing, Amis is trying to exorcise his disturbing incestuous ghosts of the past. He argues that paedophiles do not love children, they hate them. They hate children, because they hate innocence (Experience 141). This link between innocence, incest and male violence can be found in several parts of Yellow Dog. After his head injury, Xan is trying to resist incestuous thoughts about his daughter Billie. In Understanding Martin Amis, Diedrick argues that these thoughts come to Xan as an extension of male power and privilege (230). “Her power, her rights (which depended on what? Civilization?) had seemed to disappear; and his power, his rights - they had corrosively burgeoned” (252). Moreover, this focus on the sexuality of daughters combined with male privilege is the most important link to the royal plot. At the beginning of that plot, Henry IX is “bitterly moved, by how much woman was already in her” when he watches his daughter Victoria naked body in the bathtub on tape (17). Another incestuous element in this plot is the way the king is described during sexual intercourse with He Zhizhen: “Now in his grandfather's gazebo he lay back helplessly, like a child being changed” (121). On a more symbolical level, the king and his helpers often indulge themselves in long fantasies of protection in relation to Victoria (Diedrick 232). There is another way of explaining the incorporation of this particular theme in the novel, which will be discussed in the final section “Full Fathom Five Thy Generation Lies.”  
Amis seems to claim that in our post-experience society, children can no longer be innocent (Crews). Although Diedrick criticises Amis for transforming this satirical sneer into sheer sentimentality, many things could be argued in favour of this “happy” ending (241). It would be impossible to fend off his paedophile demons if Amis were to be unable to find a solution even in his own literary world. In addition, an alternative worst case scenario for Xan would not fit in with the initial thoughts behind the novel and its pathos. In accordance with this Amisian pathos, manifestations of violence only lead to more violence in a spiral of destructiveness; demonstrating the inability of violence to ever solve anything (Diedrick 236).
Of all violent male characters in the novel, Xan is the only one not to end up dead or depraved because he is able to break through the destructive circle. In the end, his youngest daughter Sophie brings him back to his senses. This underlines his concept “the cunning of babies,” which is also described at the birth of Amis'sAmis’ first daughter in Experience: “at the birth of your child, you forgive your parents everything, without a second thought, like a velvet revolution. This is the part of the cunning of babies” (365). It would seem only logical that a fully innocent female should be the rescuer of the lost-in-experience male; hence the inevitability of the so-called sentimental ending. The question whether Xan will ever be able to go back to his former self remain





















Another important aspect of postmodern society that is touched upon by Amis is the changing notion of femininity and masculinity. According to Amis, this change has been mainly brought about during the sexual revolution in the seventies. His latest novel The Pregnant Widow explores this velvet revolution and its gloomy aftermath. As Russian philosopher Alexander Herzen has once said: “The departing world leaves behind it not an heir, but a pregnant widow. Between the death of the one and the birth of the other, much water will flow by, a long night of chaos and desolation will pass” (The Pregnant Widow epigraph). It means that every revolution is followed by a time of in between, in between the old world and the new world, as the latter has not yet been established. This is our post-experience world. The pains of transition are effectively illustrated in Xan's letter to his wife Russia: “Men were in power for five million years. Now (where we live) we share it with women. That past has a weight though we behave as if it doesn’t” (Yellow Dog 307). He continues:

‘It would be surprising if women weren't a little crazed by their gains in power, and if men weren't a little crazed by their losses. We will argue about this, I hope, and you will win and I won't mind. No, strike that out. You will win, and I will mind, but I'll probably pretend not to. What I'm saying is that it will take a century to work off those five billennia and consolidate the change. We pretend it is, but the change isn't yet intact and entire’ (307). 

This crazing by the narcissistic baby-boom generation and its destructive effects on both men and women is carefully explored by Amis in his fiction. Again, despite several claims from the author that this book is not autobiographical (Carter par 2), this subject could be traced back to Amis’ personal experiences. His main character Keith bears close resemblance to Martin Amis himself, not in the least because both their sisters have committed suicide (White). Keith’s troubled relationship with his destructive sister Violet clearly mirrors Martin's experience with Sally Amis. In a 2006 interview with the Observer, Amis recalls the image of the pact he had with his brother Phillip: “if anyone fucks Sally, we'll kill them” (Cooke p 39). Amis withdrew from this pact because he knew that it was going to be bloody (par 39). In The Pregnant Widow, Keith also uses the same verb “withdraw” to break his protective pact with Nicolas (388). Consequentially, both older brothers mentally collapsed when their sister died. Martin and Keith did not, but they both had “years of suffering for it” (Cooke par 40). 
Amis argues that these women were the victims of the velvet - though not bloodless - revolution. As could be expected, many critics and scholars disagree with Amis’ views, especially feminists (Rodwan par 11). They accuse Amis of making badly researched assumptions on the universal differences between men and women (Diedrick 241). Moreover, they criticize the lack of development of female characters. One critic even calls Amis an author who portrays his female characters as “breasts, bottoms or dead” (Rodwan par 11). This leads to the question on the function of this novel: has Amis written The Pregnant Widow as an attempt at creating a truthful depiction of women’s perception of the sexual revolution? Predictably, the answer is no. 
In most of his writings, Martin Amis has many things to say about men (Diedrick 180). In fact, nearly all the main characters in Amis’ fiction are male. This tends to overshadow the abundance of female characters in his works. Not unlike Martin Amis himself, his characters Keith and Xan are mainly surrounded by wives, daughters, girlfriends and other women. A changing attitude towards women can be detected in Amis’ post-experience work. As Rachel Cooke argues, ageing has made Amis see women from a different perspective (par 25). He demonstrates an interest in feminism and makes an effort at seeing things from a female point of view, even though his views essentially differ from those of the mainstream postmodern feminist. In a review by feminist poet and critic Katha Pollitt, Amis is accused of writing a book that “doesn’t ring true to feminism as experienced by women in the 1970’s” (Slate par 7). As John Rodwan rightfully points out, her opinion is derived from a completely different idea about the use and purpose of novels (Rodwan par 12). Although Amis’ work is shaped as a  satire, his main purpose of the book is literary, not political. If writing a novel on the female experience of feminism during the sexual revolution had been Amis’ goal, he would not have opted for a male narrator (Rodwan par 12). 
It is important to observe that Amis is attempting a literary investigation on the effects of the revolution on both sexes, and especially on the changed nature of their relationship. 
As in Yellow Dog, the author uses the phrase “fifty-fifty” to describe the relations within
marriage (458). Keith elaborates: “Fifty-fifty, he thought, must hurt a lot, because twenty-eighty hurt like hell” (459). A feminist reader of this statement would argue that Keith is reminiscing the loss of his former male privileges: “make him go with a list to Marks & Spencer and he’d tell you everything he knew…” (459). However, it is also strongly suggested that the narrator is also talking about the effects on women. In the preceding paragraphs, Silvia, Keith’s feminist stepdaughter, is performing many tasks simultaneously, such as uncorking a bottle of wine and checking on the baby, while Keith remains in his chair. This illustrates another effect of fifty-fifty. As Amis muses: “What I’m realising is that women shouldn’t have done a power grab; they should have concentrated on getting men to do more in the house. So now they’re doing everything” (Cooke par 5). He essentially argues that in this post-revolutionary era, women are expected to be both successful in business and family life. This puts a strain on women that some, like his sister Sally, are unable to cope with.
Although he makes very interesting observations, his statements are based on his personal experiences and cannot be hold accountable as general truths. These sweeping generalizations about the sexes are, according to James Diedrick, very often at the base of Amis’ writing (241). Diedrick continues by arguing that the author’s inability to make accurate observations about women is rooted in his father Kingley’s behaviour - who thought that women were only good for “bed and board” (186). Nevertheless, it could be concluded that Diedrick is also writing from a different idea on the function of literature. The Pregnant Widow and Yellow Dog are mainly concerned with Amis’ personal view and experiences, not political purposes. As Aldous Huxley once wrote: “every man’s memory is his private literature” (“Brainyquote”). Amis has incorporated this private literature into his novels. Moreover, Amis compensates for these generalisations by intentionally blurring gender boundaries with female names such as Billie, He and Beautyman and by describing Keith’s day with Gloria as “in some sense homoerotic” (346). 
As for the sexual revolution itself, it was not a bloodless one. As Keith sums up: “some came through, some more or less came through, some went under” (459). Time is an important aspect here. The author makes cunning use of narrative skips to illustrate the importance of the relationship between time and perspective. As Brian Crews summarizes: “this [revolution] has also brought about a change regarding the view that women have of themselves within that society and an inevitable revision of attitudes towards what is and is not appropriate from a perspective which has seemingly broken with the past” (647). Characters like Scheherazade and Timmy were able to make it through because being young, narcissistic and sexually experienced made them belong to “the Golden Age” (307). They had no problems with the conditions of the revolutionary manifesto. Other characters were unable to cope with the change of the sexual revolution because they belonged to another generation. Gloria literally is a visit from the past, from “outside of history;” she was born before the “Golden Age,” in nineteen-thirty-seven (456). This places her inside history, on the other side of another historical event that would reshape society: World War II. It provides Gloria with something that none of the other characters have; namely, experience of war. This experience caused her to lose her innocence and resulted in her moral downfall. Violet, on the other hand, was the epitome of innocence. The reason she offered herself to men for protection is apparent: she is a child (458). Amis seems to say that in this world of experience, innocence can never hold. This renders Violet’s death symbolically necessary: the death of innocence.  















Martin Amis’ relationship with the press, and especially the British press, has always been a troubled one. As a rule, all his novels since The Information were bound to receive mixed reviews (Hunter-Tilney).  Nevertheless, they are always awaited eagerly, and with sharpened knives. According to Hunter-Tilney, this is mainly due to Amis’ position as a celebrity which is caused by his growing presence in the media as literary journalist and a writer of non-fiction (par 8). Predictably, Martin Amis is not afraid to fight back. It is highly symbolical that in his latest novel, the aspiring poet Keith Nearing ends up as a literary critic as a result of his moral downfall.  Being part of the journalist scene has provided him food for thought; alongside Amis’ fondness for metafiction, which will be discussed in the following part of this thesis, he also uses his novels to reflect on the media and its influence in the post-experience world. 
His memoir Experience is more than just critic-bashing; it is retaliation against the culture of gossip (Adams par 11).  Amis challenges the reader’s appetite for voyeurism, hence the enclosure of incredibly intimate and painful descriptions of his dental ordeals. Simultaneously, it is a novel on privacy and propriety. Like his son, Kingsley Amis’ portrayal in the media has not always been very positive - especially when he turned him into a bitter alcoholic at the end of his life (Long 3). Experience is Amis’ successful attempt at reclaiming his father’s memory (Adams par 12). The loss of propriety is also mirrored in the way The Morning Lark –  a fictional version of The Daily Sport - shamelessly intrudes upon the private lives of celebrities. Amis uses this image as a mirror for the voyeuristic cravings of our post-experience society, where almost everybody has their private life on display on the internet. Amis’ critique is illustrated in a letter by Henry IX; “the presence of the media simultaneously cheapens and confuses one’s sufferings. Of course I am moved, of course I am shaken. But must I display my wounds to the camera?” (52). Henry IX complains about the relative value of one’s suffering in his media dominated society. 
This leads to a for Amis important aspect regarding journalism: the egalitarian nature of post-experience society. Yellow Dog reflects the postmodern time by demonstrating how there is a “broad variety of alternatives to cultural elitism, which has given way to popular culture” (Crews 642). This loss of distinction between high and popular culture resulted in a constant re-evaluation of relative value. In Yellow Dog, tabloid journalist Clint Smoker asks himself: “What used to be funny? What is funny now? And is it still funny?” (69). As a journalist, it is Clint’s task to keep up with society and his readers are eager to accept his writing as truthful representations of society. The media has come to create a distorted vision of society, which is generally accepted as truthful because “the exclusive right to the truth once held by high culture has shifted into the hands of the media and, if we are to believe Martin Amis, into the hands of the tabloids or yellow press” (Crews 642). In The Pregnant Widow, Keith describes Whittaker’s stack of newspapers as “the world” (21). This notion of representation becoming real life is represented by Xan, who becomes the embodiment of this distorted representation of society proposed by the yellow press after the attack.

















4.	Full Fathom Five Thy Generation Lies

As a former student of English literature at Exeter College and a literary critic, Amis is bound to know a great deal about literature. Throughout the pages of Experience, the young adolescent Amis is devouring one book after the other. He reviews them in his letters with unpolished statements such as “Kafka is a fucking fool” and “I consider Middlemarch to be FUCKING good” (11). This is not unlike his character Keith, who is catching up with his English novels throughout the significant Italian summer. Martin Amis’ work can hardly be seen as an isolated entity. The spirits of his literary predecessors - from Shakespeare to Austen - are ever apparent in Amis’ works. John Rodwan nicely captures Amis’ approach to fiction: “he describes lived experience in terms of fiction, and the real owes its realness to its correspondence to literature” (par 13). By doing this, Amis draws attention to an important distinction that many of his critics fail to make: that between fiction and real life. In The Pregnant Widow, the narrator elaborates:

‘The Italian summer—that was the only passage in his whole existence that
ever felt like a novel. It had chronology and truth (it did happen). But it also
boasted the unities of time, place, and action; it aspired to at least partial
coherence; it had some shape, some pattern, with its echelons, its bestiaries.
By contrast, life—the life he goes on to live—”is made up as it goes along'. (394) 

This passage echoes novelist Milan Kundera’s philosophy on life. In his novel The Unbearable Lightness of Being, he states that life is a rehearsal without an actual show, which makes it almost unbearably light (Kundera). There is an alternative to this lightness of being: fiction. Unlike life, fiction can be rewritten and revised. Being aware of his godlike status in his fictional world, Amis seeks to explore the boundaries between fiction and reality. A famous example of this is the appearance of a fictional Martin Amis in arguably his most famous novel Money. In his latest post-experience fiction, Amis continues to challenge these boundaries and to make extensive use of allusions. Its main purposes are to support the novels thematic framework and to add an extra depth and richness to the narrative.
	A satirist at heart, Amis’ works contain a significant amount of references to the great satirical writer Henry Fielding. Amis has dissected his references into many layers. In the world of Yellow Dog, Joseph Andrews is both a vicious gangster as well as a literary character from Henry Fielding’s novel. He is, like Clint Smoker and other characters, essentially a caricature (Crews 658). The reason for Amis’ deliberate choice for flattening his characters - for which he is often criticized - is reflected in Henry Fielding’s vice: “in caricature we allow all license. Its aim is to exhibit monsters, not men; and all distortions and exaggerations whatever are within its proper province” (Crews 658). In the fictions of Martin Amis, where the grotesque parody has become the established norm, caricatures are a necessary good (Crews 658). 
	However, Amis’ Dickensian loud and grotesque names are not merely meant to add to a grotesque parody. It adds intertextual meaning. For example, the unlikely name of the beautiful Scheherazade derives from a Persian legend. She was a famous queen and the alleged storyteller of One Thousand and One Nights. Scheherazade told her captivating stories to escape from her husbands’ vengeful beheading practices (“The Arabian Nights Entertainment” 3-4). Like his friend Salman Rushdie, whose narrator in Midnight’s Children often alludes to Scheherazade’s storytelling, Amis has incorporated this particular name to support his own narrative. In The Pregnant Widow, Scheherazade is, figuratively speaking, one of the only women who does not lose her head. Another example is the name of protagonist Keith, whose name already appeared as a low-life character in Amis’ own works Success, Dead Babies and London Fields (Robson par 2). By re-using this name, Amis already hints at Keith’s moral downfall. 
	Another reference to Fielding can be found in The Pregnant Widow: one chapter is called “It’s not unusual,” which is a popular song by Welsh singer Tom Jones, while Tom Jones is also a Fielding novel. It is not mere coincidence that this is one of the first English novels that is picked up by Keith: both Amis’ and Fielding’s protagonists are orphan (46). It is also the first classic family novel with all its “David Copperfield kind of crap;” “there is a break-off in the course of a character’s life from a well-defined and limited spatial locale, a period of wandering in the life of heroes, before they acquire family and material possessions” (Bakhtin 232). Amis’ postmodern fiction is basically a reversed family novel. His protagonists also have a break-off in the course of their lives, but only after having acquired a family and material possessions. Keith’s summer and Xan’s head injury eventually lead to their period of mental wandering. This emphasis on family clearly echoes Martin Amis’ own ordeal with his father, sister, ex-wives and children. However, like many of Amis’ novels, Tom Jones is concerned with the ugly lower side of life. This leads to Amis’ concern with equality – as described in the previous part. Although Fielding mainly described the lower side of life in Tom Jones, there was still a clear distinction between high and low in his works (“Henry Fielding” par 10). Amis seems to say that in our contemporary society, this distinction is fading and that low forms like pornography and tabloid journalism are gradually becoming accepted (Crews 18). 
Secondly, Amis has also collected a vast body of other literary evidence to support his claims on equality and the sexual revolution. One of his most prominent sources is arguably the most famous writer in the English language: William Shakespeare. There are many direct references to Shakespeare’s comedies, especially to his games with androgyny (White par 2). Keith takes the concept of “girls acting out as boys” to another level when he describes Gloria Beautyman as Viola from the Twelfth Night or Rosalind from As You Like It ; “a girl playfully disguised as a boy” (397). The name Viola also resounds in Keith’s tragic sister Violet, whose destructive nature is foreshadowed by her name on multiple levels. Not only does the link to Viola foreshadows her acting like a boy, but her name itself entails the French “viol,” meaning rape and alludes to the English “violence.” Amis also alludes to Shakespeare to illustrate another destructive side-effect of the sexual revolution: the separation of feeling and sex. The narrator of The Pregnant Widow describes that poets after Shakespeare could no longer think and feel simultaneously, which is called the disassociation of sensibility (309). He continues: “Something analogous happened to the children of the Golden Age. Feeling was already separated from thought. And then feeling separated from sex” (309).  In addition, Amis has credited Shakespeare for writing “the most plangent equivocation of the time [he] lived through ([he], and hundreds of millions of others)” (The Pregnant Widow 470). This equivocation is Ariel’s song from The Tempest.

‘Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes;
Nothing of him that doth fade,
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell’. (114)


Sea-change, Shakespeare’s personal entry to the English dictionary, means a profound transformation. From Amis’ point of view, this profound transformation is the sexual revolution. The old generation has made way for the new, though they are not forgotten. Amis has incorporated the song in the part where the older Keith mourns for his lost youth while simultaneously does not envy the new generation (113). “Something rich and strange” represents the confusing erotic world that Keith’s children, the new generation, have to face (113-114). By thanking the sea-nymphs for their knells, Keith is basically thanking the narrator for telling his story. 
This leads to another element of Amis’ work of the 21st century: the relationship between the narrator and characters. In a postmodernist fashion, he questions the reliability and sensibility of the narrator. Amis invites his readers to dialogue between the perspectives of the characters and that of “the fictional incarnation of the author” ( Finney par 3.) The narrator in The Pregnant Widow is Keith’s conscience and superego (462). He says: “confined by truth, by Life, I’m nonetheless the part of him that always tried to listen out for [the echo of humanity]” (462). It is suggested that the narrator has been the creator of this account; everything is described from his perspective. In opposition, Yellow Dog is one of the few Amisian novels without a narrator from within the narrative: its several plots are all guided by an impersonal omniscient voice. The presence of this outside figure draws attention to the incestuous nature of a narrative. Amis seems to say that, in most fictional worlds, the relationship between narrator and characters is an incestuous one: it only involves a limited group of fictional characters who are unable to communicate outside their fictional world and are subjected to the will of a god-like narrator. Although critics have called the return of this god-like narrator in The Pregnant Widow a return of “voice,” it is actually a return of the incestuous narrative. It is highly ironic that Yellow Dog, the only novel that openly deals with the concept of incest, is the only non-incestuous one.  
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